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Child labour information wikipedia

Many children in Vietnam should work to support their families rather than attend school. [1] The Labour newspaper reported that 30 percent of Vietnamese children between the ages of six and seventeen join the workforce. [1] Most children stay close to home to help their family business. A report released by the Ministry of Labour in 2008 – Invalid and social affairs in 2008 showed that there are 26 027
children who are in harsh labour conditions in hazardous environment such as gold mines, wood operations or freight transport. [1] The actual number could be much larger than children employed as domestic servants, restaurant assistants or children working on the streets if beggars, shoes of shiners or newspaper and lottery vendors were not covered in the report. The report also revealed that up to 62
out of 173 manufacturing factories in Ho Chi Minh City employed child labourers, 50 per cent of whom are under 15 years old. The working environment of the service usually includes long hours of work, low wages, poor facilities and even physical and mental abuse. [1] In December 2014, the U.S. Department of Labor's List of Goods produced by Child Labor or Forced Labor reported bricks and clothing
as goods produced in such working conditions in Vietnam. Although Vietnamese law prohibits the employment of children under the age of 15, the system has too many loopholes to provide children with the level of protection they really need. [2] These laws are not aggressively enforced, so employers can continue to employ child labour without any consequences. In addition, child labour remains a
contentious issue in Vietnam, as many people believe that children should share the workload and household responsibilities with their family. These are just a few reasons why child labour is still a serious problem in Vietnam. However, attitudes towards child labour are shifting. The Vietnamese government put more effort into tacking on the problem. Vietnam, for example, is teaming up with the
International Labour Organization to raise public awareness about children's protection, bring children back to school and help save children. References^ a b c d Hong Nguyen (2009), Growing pain from child labour in Vietnam. Retrieved Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2011-05-11. Retrieved 2011-03-11.CS1: archived copy as title (link) ^ Save the Children, Child labor in Vietnam. Retrieved
Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2011-07-24. Retrieved 2011-03-11.CS1: archived copy as title (link) Visit on Children's Work was nominated for deletion. The reservation was closed on May 2, 2015 with a consensus to merge. Its contents have been merged into Child Labour. The original page is now a redirect to this For the contribution history and old versions of the redireced article, please
see its history; for his talk page, see see Child labour is listed as a level-4 important article in Society. If you can improve it, please do. This article was named B-Class. This article is the subject of an educational instruction supported by Wikipedia ambassadors by the India Education Program. This article is written in British English, which has its own spelling conventions (colour, travel, centre, realization,
defence, artifact), and some terms used in it can be different or absent from other varieties of English. According to the relevant style guide, it should not be changed without broad consensus. This article is of interest to the following WikiProjects: WikiProject Organized Labor (Rated B-class, Top Importance) Organized Labor PortalvteThis article is within the steak of WikiProject Organized Labour, a
collaborative effort to improve the coverage of articles related to organized labor on Wikipedia. If you want to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the reservation and see a list of open tasks. Organised LabourWikipedia: WikiProject Organized Labour Voting Plates: WikiProject Organized Labour Articles B This article was named B-Class on the project's quality scale. Top of this article
was named top importance on the project's importance scale. This article was chosen for the organized Labour portal article of the day for 20th of odd months (Jan, Mar, etc.). WikiProject Economics (Rated B-class) Business and Economics Portalvte This article is within the steak of WikiProject Economics, a collaborative effort to improve the coverage of Economics on Wikipedia. If you want to participate,
please visit the project page, where you can join the reservation and see a list of open tasks. EconomicsWikipedia:WikiProject EconomicsTemplate:WikiProject EconomicsEconomics articles B This article was named B-Class on the project's quality scale. ??? This article has not yet received a rating on the project's importance scale. WikiProject Human Rights (Rated B-class, High-Importance) vteThis
article is within the evory of WikiProject Human Rights, a concerted effort to improve the coverage of Human Rights on Wikipedia. If you want to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the reservation and see a list of open tasks. Human RightsWikipedia: WikiProject Human rightsTemplate:WikiProject Human rightsHuman rights articles B This article was named B-Class on the project's
quality scale. High this article was rated as a high-importance on the project's importance scale. This article is or was the subject of a Wiki Education Foundation-supported course assignment. Further details are available on the course page. Student Editor(s): Asievers4. ArchiveArgive 1 I posted as an answer to almasmit already, but figure I'll be sitting here too. There is information that labour can benefit
child development, specifically in Indigenous communities. I also have a mentioned on the ILO's understanding of such practices. May I have access to add such notes to the page? Rmroush (talking) 21:29, 26 May 2014 (UTC) Means that you say that child labour is good!!? Wikibhushan (talk) 17:14, 7 July 2017 (UTC) The Map of Child Labour was incorrectly informed according to the credentials The
colors of the map do not represent the data informed UNICEF on the address, which is used as reference. For example, according to Unicef's statistics, Brazil has 3% of child labour rate, but it's marked on the map as 10 - 20% of children who work. On the other hand, Peru has 34% &amp;; india has 30% of children working according to Unicef's data, but in the map it appears to be less than 10%. —
Preceding unsigned comments added by 201.55.62.233 (speak) 12:45, October 21, 2013 (UTC) general bias in these articles Why is it that the pro-capitalist position seems to get the last word in many articles on controversial topics such as child labour (or any of the myriad, unscrupulous practices employed by capitalists around the world)? This article seems to be dancing around these topics - especially
when it comes to child labour in the US. It wasn't the reformer or the politician who ended the grim necessity for child labour; it was capitalism. Actually, no, these were education laws finally getting some federal teeth during the New Deal Era. I would recommend to others that they find more scholarly and balanced sources; except these wikipedia articles, which appear to be previewing the Laissez-Faire
set, only... - Preceding unsigned comments added by 199.209.144.16 (talk) 16:21, July 17, 2013 (UTC) Labor in Indigenous Cultures As a student in an Upper Section UCSC Seminar class focused on indigenous learning, we have reviewed many examples of work that can be considered labor by the western world, but are in fact beneficial to the development of some indigenous children. Would there be a
possibility that I/my classmates include content that deals with this problem? Almasmit (speak) 20:59, 15 November 2012 (UTC) I would like to add information along these lines. Is it possible for me to have access? Rmroush (talking) 21:16, 26 May 2014 (UTC) - CHANGES MADE BY HASHIR KHAN - Child Labour : Threatening children to work to earn a living. In India, if a boy/girl wants to read and write
,which basically implies that if he/she wants to go to a school or college, he/she can't afford because they don't even cost money for their. So how will it be possible for them to go to school and of course the large amount of money needed for registration is not affordable for them. So the only way to do this is DESERVE AND LEARN. This means in the day they can have a part-time job that is sufficient
enough for their studies. Untitled What is the typical lifetime of a child start working at a very young age!? -- Xalosj (talk) 18:45, 14 March 2009 (UTC) ~ It's like asking for the average lifespan of blonde 75.118.170.35 (speaking) 21:44, 8 April 2009 (UTC) child labour is very bad I'm not sure, but I'm almost certain that it reduces the lifespan. It is NOT like asking for the average lifespan of blonde people,
because the environment either a labour child can cause a lot of damage and can often reduce the lifespan, thus reducing the average lifespan of a child who starts working at a very young age. -epic93 -Preceding unsigned comments added by 204.185.26.251 (speaking) 16:15, 8 June 2009 (UTC) How can you claim child labour reduces lifespan if you have no sources or statistics to back it up? And sure it
can cause a lot of damage or reduce lifespans such as driving with your child in your car can reduce lifespan. The word can mean nothing. Also if we were to find statistics on the lifespan of children working against not working, the statistics would have to take family income levels into account because families who have children who work are more likely to be poor and therefore more likely to have poor
health care, etc. I secondly that they are provided. Friedman on child labour According to Milton Friedman, before the Industrial Revolution worked virtually all children in agriculture. During the Industrial Revolution, many of these children moved from farm work to factory work. Over time, as real wages rose, parents became able to afford to send their children to school instead of work and as a result child
labour declined, both before and after legislation. [26] However, I don't seem to be able to find any essay by Friedman discussing this issue. The source is completely unhelpful and backs up the second sentence rather than the first. Is there an actual source for this? (124.122.172.156 (speak) 18:48, 22 October 2009 (UTC)) What source are you saying that child labour is good?? How bad. Evey child has
the right to study instead of work. If he or she is happy, then that's not child labour, then that's fine. But one of this case. Child labour is bad. Wikibhushan (talk) 17:17, 7 July 2017 (UTC) Show business Involving children in show business is it considered child labour? Are there any restrictions? Only Coder (talk) 22:28, 24 September 2009 (UTC) mESSINA IS AWESOME child labour are children who work
as a supplier in junk are not an offence???????? please give an answer..... and give an idea to eradicate it... because in my location, bunch of kids worked as a junk provider... NOTE: chairmanship was an ex-politician(ex-mla)..... send a post to me... selvaramasamy90@yahoo.com -Preceding unsigned comments added by 122.252.245.228 (speaking) 12:48, 5 October 2009 (UTC) Hai friend I am also
agreeing with you are feelings.......... because I also see a lot of kids still working like a slave!! &amp;amp; I'm the one who sees this thing &amp; I can't stop my self, so called the cops they got there and that arrested, that child to residence where such children live. But there doesn't want that child either There. Why??????????????????????????? Can u tell me [my ID is sattti_3868@yahoo.co.in]so
please mail me what's the reason???????????? — Preceding unsigned comments added by 114.31.140.52 (speaking) 17:19, 10 January 2010 (UTC) The historic section begins at the Industrial Revolution. This excludes the important context of the continued practice of child labour from agricultural days. Child labour, in fact, has been a social standard for many thousands of years. It is revealed in all sorts
of sources... -Preceding unsigned comments added by 71.132.202.158 (talk) 00:41, October 18, 2009 (UTC) so please try to stop this breach - Preceding unsigned comments added by 117.199.92.205 (speaking) 11:32, 8 December 2010 (UTC) Child Labour refers to employing children at regular and sustained labor. This practice is considered exploitative by many international organisations and is illegal in
many countries. Child labour was employed by most of history to vary, but entered public dispute with the coming of universal schooling, with changes in working conditions during the industrial revolution, and with the rise of the concepts of workers and children's rights. In many developed countries, it is considered inappropriate or exploitative if a child works under a certain age (excluding household
chores, in a family shop, or school-related work). [2] An employer may usually not hire a child under a certain minimum age. This minimum age depends on the country and the type of work involved. States ratified the Minimum Age Convention adopted by the International Labor Organization in 1973, have adopted minimum ages ranging from 14 to 16. Child labor laws in the United States set the minimum
age of working in a business without restrictions and for those younger than 16 need a written statement by a legal guardian who recognizes understanding of the duties and hours of employment and grants permission to work is required. [1] Except for the agricultural industry where children as young as 12 years can work in the field for an unlimited number of non-school hours. In certain circumstances,
news carriers can be employed in the entertainment area at the age of 11 and youthful artists. [2] See Children's Act for Responsible Employment (SORG Act) Historically during the Industrial Revolution, children as young as four were employed by production factories with dangerous, and often deadly, working conditions. [5] Based on this understanding of the use of children as laborers, it is now
considered a human rights violation by rich countries, and is prohibited, while some poorer countries may allow or tolerate child labour. Child labour can also be defined as the full-time employment of children who are under a minimum legal age. The Victorian era has become notorious for using young in factories and mines and as chimney livestock. [6] Child labour played an important role in the Industrial
Revolution of its side Often brought about by economic hardships, Charles Dickens, for example, worked at the age of 12 in a black factory, with his family in debtors' prison. The children of the poor were expected to assist in the family budget, which often works long hours in dangerous jobs for low pay,[7] earning 10-20% of an adult male's wage. In England and Scotland in 1788, two-thirds of the workers
were described as children in 143 water-powered cotton mills. [8] In 19th-century Great Britain, one-third of poor families were without a breadwinner due to death or abandonment and obliged many children to work from a young age. Two girls protest child labour (by calling it child slavery) in the 1909 New York City Labor Day parade. In coal mines, children would narrow through tunnels and crawl low for
adults. [9] These mines caused injuries in their physical growth in the children. It was also the outcome of the dangerous factories and mills in which they were forced to work in. They had to work in any situation or condition, such as illness that caused them to want to go to hell rather than go back to their assigned workplaces. Nunez, Sandra (1997). And Justice for all. Connecticut: Millbrook press. ^ Child
Labour Act. Retrieved 5 April 2014. ^ Child Labour Act. Retrieved 12 January 2014. Pre-industrial history Kids also worked as edge boys, crossing wipes, shoe blacks, or selling matches, flowers and other cheap goods. [7] Some children undertook work as apprentices to respected trades, such as building or domestic servants (there were more than 120,000 domestic servants in London in the mid-18th
century). Working hours were long: builders worked 64 hours a week in summer and 52 in winter, while domestic servants worked 80 hour weeks. Children as young as three have been put to work. A large number of children also worked as prostitutes. [10] Many children (and adults) worked 16 hour days. As early as 1802 and 1819 Factory Law laws were passed to regulate the working hours of
workhouse children in factories and cotton mills up to 12 hours a day. These acts were largely ineffective and after radical agitation, for example the Short Time Committees in 1831, a Royal Commission recommended that children aged 11-18 have to work a maximum of 12 hours a day, children aged 9 to 11 a maximum of eight hours, and children under the age of nine were no longer allowed to work
However, this law applied only to the textile industry, and further agitation led to another act in 1847 limiting both adults and children to 10 hours of workdays. An estimated 1.7 million children under the age of fifteen years in U.S. industry were employed by 1900. [11] In 1910, more than 2 million children were employed in the same age group. child labour today is the illegal employment of children. The
laws now state that children may not work more than eight hours a day when school is not in session and no more than three hours when school is in These are some of the conditions set to deal with the complexity of the working life of children. In farms, there were dangerous dangers and accidents from the dangerous machines. So today they can only help choose crops or food to work at a farm. Greene,
Laura (1992). Child labour: Then and now. New York: Franklin Watis. Child labour is still common in some parts of the world, it can be factory work, mining,[13] prostitution, quarries, agriculture, helping in the parents' business, having one's own small business (for example, selling food), or doing odd jobs. Some kids work as guides for tourists, sometimes combined with bringing in business for shops and
restaurants (where they can also work as waiters). Other children are forced to do boring and repetitive work such as: compiling boxes, polishing shoes, stockings of a store's products, or cleaning. However, rather than in factories and sweatshops, most child labour occurs in the informal sector, selling many things on the street, at work in agriculture or hidden in homes — far from the reach of official labor
inspectors and from media scrutiny. And all the work they did was in all kinds of weather conditions; and was also done for minimal pay. As long as there is family oath, there will be child labour. According to UNICEF, there are an estimated 250 million children aged 5 to 14 in child labour worldwide, excluding child labour. [15] The United Nations and the International Labour Organisation consider child
labour exploitation,[16][17] with the UN's stipulation, in section 32 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child which: ... States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation and of carrying out any work that is likely to be dangerous or to interfere with the child's education, or harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, mental, moral or social development. Although
there are an estimated 250 million children worldwide. In the 1990s, every country in the world except for Somalia and the United States became a signatory to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, or CRC. Somalia eventually signed the convention in 2002; the delay of signing was believed to be due to Somalia not have had a government. [18] A boy who restored a bond in Gambia In a recent paper,
Basu and Van (1998) argue that the primary cause of child labour is parental poverty. That is so, they caution against using a legislative ban against child labour, arguing that only should be used when there is reason to believe that a ban on child labour will cause adult wages to rise and so adequately compensate the households of the poor children. Child labour is still widely used in many countries today,
including India and Bangladesh. CACL has estimated that there are between 70 and 80 million child labourers in India [20] Child labour accounts for 22% of the workforce in Asia, 32% in Africa, 17% in Latin America, 1% in the US, USA, Europe and other wealthy nations. [21] The proportion of child labourers varies greatly between countries and even regions within those countries. Defence of child labour
Concerns has often been raised about buying the public's moral education in purchasing products that meet or otherwise manufacture in developing countries with child labour. Others, however, have raised concerns that boycotting products produced by child labour could force these children to turn to more dangerous or tighter occupations, such as prostitution or agriculture. For example, a UNICEF study
found that after the Child Labour Abhorrence Act was introduced in the U.S., an estimated 50,000 children were discharged from their garment industry working in Bangladesh, ending many to resort to jobs like stone-crushing, street hustling, and prostitution, jobs that are more dangerous and exploitative than garment production The study suggests that boycotts are blunt instruments with long-term effects,
which can actually harm rather than help the children involved. According to Milton Friedman, before the Industrial Revolution worked virtually all children in agriculture. During the Industrial Revolution, many of these children moved from farm work to factory work. Over time, as real wages rose, parents became able to afford to send their children to school instead of work and as a result child labour
declined, both before and after legislation. [36] Austrian school economist Murray Rothbard said that British and American children lived from the pre- and post-Industrial Revolution and suffered in infinitely worse conditions where work was not available to them and went voluntarily and joyfully to work in factories. [37] British historian and socialite E. P. Thompson in The Making of the English Working
Class draws a qualitative distinction between childhood homework and participation in the wider (conducted) labour market. [5] Furthermore, the usefulness of the experience of the industrial revolution to make predictions about current trends is disputed. Social historian Hugh Cunningham, author of Children and Childhood in Western Society Since 1500, suggests that: Fifty years ago it might have been
assumed that, just as child labour declined in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the united centuries, so would it also be in a difficult fashion, in the rest of the world. His failure to do so, and his re-emergenth in the developed world, raises questions about his role in any economy, whether nationally or globally. [36] According to Thomas DeGregori, an economics professor at the University of
Houston, in an article published by the Cato Institute, a libertarian think tank published in Washington D.C., it is clear that technological and economic change are essential ingredients for getting children out of the workplace and in schools. Then they can grow to become productive adults and live longer, healthier lives. In arm working children are vital for survival in many families, as they were in our own
heritage until the late 19th century. So while the fight to end child labour is necessary, requiring to take different routes often — and unfortunately, there are many political obstacles. The International Labour Organization's International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour (IPEC), founded in 1992, aims to eliminate child labour. It operates in 88 countries and is the largest program of its kind in the
world. [39] IPEC is working with international and government agencies, NGOs, the media and children and their families to end child labour and provide children. ratnesh kanungo of rps - Preceding unsigned comments added by 27.58.116.233 (speaking) 15:38, 18 July 2011 (UTC) Indian poverty and child abuse Child Labour are still widely used in many countries today, including India and Bangladesh.
CACL estimated that there are between 70 and 80 million child labourers in India. Involved countries are it possible to relate to other countries except India today such as countries in Asia, for example? – Preceding unsigned comments added by 168.26.213.182 (talk) 14:50, 12 November 2009 (UTC) Can Indian government do anything about it? too poor. — Preceding unsigned comments added by
Khalidshou (talking • reports) 16:29, 19 October 2009 (UTC) I think it should be spread to get a better view of the way child labour effects worldwide children instead of focusing primarily on one country. — Preceding unsigned comments added by Akatsuki21 (speak • reports) 15:00, 17 November 2009 (UTC) What about the child slavery in Europe. Dutch BJZ company, for example, leases children from the
age of 6 to work across Europe in factories, farms or other companies. The French government was the only one ever protested at this, because children died on the job. and the French could not insure children for work-related injuries. The work these kids do takes up to 18 hours a day and there are no laws in place to let the owners buy safety gear for them. The children get no education and there is no
law on this as they are exported to another country within the EU and are therefore exempt from the national right to education. Even if they were to get any education during the 6 hours a day they left, it wouldn't come down to them learning anything. If education is given the level of education, it will not be up to the standard of personal put-down. It would be to just make them work better in their work
environment. A few thousand children a year by one company just are just too much to ignore. And there are many such companies working in Holland. Something Wiki should definitely emphasize. — Preceding unsigned comments added by 86.43.104.55 (speak) 12:04, 29 October 2011 (UTC) See also shouldn't UNICEF be included in these links? Truth or just completely misplaced sense among the
Historic section, the first few pair of the fifth paragraph mentions the following: A high number of children also worked as prostitutes. [10] Children as young as three were put to work. Seriously, at the age of three? Makes no sense at all. AFAIK it was part of a thorough amendment by Graham87 half a year ago, and I chose not to remove it since at least part of the entire paragraph has listed sources. If
anyone agrees with me, I'd be delighted if they'll remove it. -- Samohtas (talking) 18:13, 1 May 2010 (UTC) Newspaper Trails Do you know if there are still children in America who have newspaper delivery routes? Don't they need to be at 4 or 5 a.m.? I know there's been around while I was growing up and not too long ago there were still a lot, but I don't think there's a lot now, or I just don't hear about any.
Stars4change (talk) 16:33, 21 May 2010 (UTC) I've watched in recent years and haven't seen anywhere. I think that's because adults in cars are much more efficient - it's cheaper per subscriber - Rjensen (talking) 19:25, 24 February 2012 (UTC) gay Edit request from 209.152.45.6, 25 July 2011 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Please
remove this sentence And all the work they have done has been done in all kinds of weather; and was also done for minimal pay. As long as there is family oath, there will be child labour, which occurs at the end of the first paragraph of the section entitled Present Day Although it has a source, I find the language too dramatic and unnecessary. 209.152.45.6 (speaks) 22:53, 25 July 2011 (UTC) Done. Feezo
(send a signal | look at the sky) 06:44, 28 July 2011 (UTC) Wrong Link In the list of links at the end of the article the Newsboys' Strike must be corrected to 1899 not 1819. Thank you. — Preceding unsigned comments added by 118.149.4.99 (speaking) 09:12, 4 December 2011 (UTC) Consistency: Labor and Labor There are several instances of both the words Labour and Labour in this article. Although
there are only 36 cases of labor, however, there are more than 100 cases of labor. Thank you so much to Command F. Should it be made so that there is only one? If so, which one? 66.108.76.50 (talking) 01:34, 16 February 2012 (UTC) Does it really matter? The point is people who can read the English-language article will be able to read it. It really doesn't matter which way Labour is spelled, or how
many times it's spelled in a certain way. 68.46.42.9 (speaking) 10:20, 22 February 2013 (UTC) Child Labour's decline over the years in the US in 1916 and 1918, congress passed laws that would apply equally to all American children, but the Supreme Court declared them unconstitutional because their children denied the freedom to contract. During the Great Depression, child labour declined for adults
who more desperately needed a job more than children. During that time there is a high unemployment rate along with a growing need for a better educated workforce. It gradually got the rate in Labour. In 1938, Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the Fair Labor Standards Act, which set a minimum wage and maximum hour standards for all workers and it also placed restrictions on child labour (15 and
underneath failed to manufacture or mine). The law was amended in 1949. Even with the laws we have today, there is a lot of illegal child labour in the US. Hine, Russell Freedman ; with photos by Lewis (1994). Kids at work : Lewis Hine and the campaign against child labour. New York: Clarity books. pp. 93–97. In 1994, Die Burger and Die Burger and Die Burger first passed laws in 1994 in the 19890s
and Year Event 1916, 1918 Congress, but they rejected. 1938 Roosevelt signed the Fair Labor Standards Act. 1949 The law was amended. Child Labour Incident Reports and Wikipedia's WP:UNDUE guidelines indicate that each article represents all significant viewpoints published by trusted sources in relation to the prominence of each viewpoint. Giving proper weight and avoiding giving unnecessary
weight means that articles should consider what to include and with how much relative emphasis. The discussion about corporations like GAP etc., while in good faith and relevant, is excessive. For what it's worth, 90%+ of the world's child labour - from Azerbaijan to Zimbabwe - has little to do with these corporations. Yet there is improper weighting on corporate side, and lack of proper weight on relevant
regional/rural/current/policy issues around the world. In terms of coverage, I acknowledge that our western media covered it prominently. But the Western media is circulating in less than 15% of the world's population. If we include media from Africa, Asia, Latin America, there is unnecessary weight in this GAP and related stories, and deserve to be trimmed (but not eliminated). Moreover, if we are the
prominence of viewpoints in articles and publications from United Nations organizations such as ILO, UNICEF, other global institutions such as World Bank, IMF, peer-reviewed journals covering child labour - then WP: DUE guidelines suggest that these corporate divisions be significantly trimmed, and the encyclopedic summary in this wiki article include relevant regional/topical/policy viewings that make
these Comments on improving this part ApostleVonColorado (speak) 21:49, 15 July 2012 (UTC) History of Child Labour There is no article History of child labour. I suggest it should be made from parts of this article. Sarcelles (talk) 20:05, 23 July 2012 (UTC) Why? Please note that unnecessary content prevention makes Wikipedia less useful for its readers, and multiple articles on the same topic are
harder to maintain for content carriers. See WP: CFORK. If you have a lot more content to join the Please consider a temporary article in a sandbox. I don't support what you're suggesting: 'take parts of this article and make a new article.' ApostleVonColorado (talk) 21:05, 23 July 2012 (UTC) POV Dispute Dispute Note that this article deals primarily with Great Britain and the United States. I do a research
project dealing with German Child Labour, and there is next to nothing on Germany. I would ask that someone please get some facts about other European countries here. Cbrittain10 (speak|contribs) 13:32, 1 November 2012 (UTC) There is no pov involved. language of the RS is the main barrier to Germany. I hope Cbrittain10 adds text from his research before waiting around for others to do so. Rjensen
(speaks) 13:48, 1 November 2012 (UTC) Edit request on November 27, 2012 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Add this link for child rohibook (speak) 12:42, 27 November 2012 (UTC) Not done: Please see the policy on external links. The external links section as it stands is already a little excessive, and I'm not likely to add to it. —
KuyaBriBriTalk 15:50, 27 November 2012 (UTC) subject Child Labour Laws and Initiatives This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. I think it shouldn't be Three countries yet to ratify the 1990 convention locally, include Somalia, South Sudan and the United States. [64] [65] But Three countries still validate the 1990 convention include Somalia,
South Sudan and the United States. [64] [65]. Since I'm not registered in the English Wikipedia long enough, can't I change it myself, can I smb? Thank you. -- Macuser10 (speaking) 15:56, 18 December 2012 (UTC) Not done: The syntax is a little uncomfortable, but the grammar is correct. Your suggested wording will mean they validate it (in the current tense, which doesn't make sense). Rivertorch
(talking) 06:09, 20 January 2013 (UTC) I simplified the wording. See if it makes more sense to you. Rivertorch (talking) 06:13, 20 January 2013 (UTC) I agree that my proposal was wrong; now it's better. Thank you - Macuser10 (talking) 14:41, 20 January 2013 (UTC) Colonial Empires The date 1650 looks arbitrary in the section on Colonial Empires. There is no source. This blog post ( refers to the Laws of
Burgos that had provisions in them regarding child labour. Perhaps this section should be expanded. — Preceding unsigned comments added by 140.147.236.194 (speaking) 19:22, 28 December 2012 (UTC) They're not about the benefits of child labour that I don't want to sound angry but just hear me from... Child labour in sweatshops can be a better alternative to other prophecies. Kids aren't forced to
work in sweatshops and work in a sweatshop is often a better option than prostitution and baiting - Preceding unsigned comments By 86.148.69.132 (speaking) 18:31, 1 June 2013 (UTC) I question your blanket statement that children are not forced to work in sweatshops. However, the view you express about the of several evils is one I've heard before, and it may have some kind of merit. To mention it in
the article, it must be reliably accessed. If you find a good source, please provide a link to it here, along with some suggested text and an indication of where you want it to go. Rivertorch (talk) 20:07, 1 June 2013 (UTC) Article on Child Labour by country I would like to write an article about child labour. I suggest it should contain an introduction and a list of countries with over a million children between 5 and
14 jobs, listed by the respective number of children working. Sarcelles (talking) 21:23, 25 January 2014 (UTC) It's a good idea. This will make it easier for people researching on Wikipedia to find specific information. Hendrick 99 (talking) 04:55, 31 January 2014 (UTC) Mother Mary Jones It shows that Jones mentioned child workers slaves in 20th Century U.S. (see #1) &amp; details of their work/lives,
&amp; it has very great history, can you add it? Hillmon7500 (talk) 00:54, 2 March 2014 (UTC) Semi-protected amendment request on April 2, 2014 This amendment request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. 117.204.19.34 (speak) 19:34, 2 April 2014 (UTC) Every day millions of children in India wake up with nothing to look forward to except hours of
backbreaking labor working anywhere from stone grooves to carpet factories to rice mills. Children as young as 5 years old are kept from school, forced to work for up to 18 hours a day 7 days a week and end up with crippling injuries, respiratory disorders and chronic pain. Because these children are often left illiterate and plagued with health problems, they — in a cruel twist of fate — are less likely to find
a job once they reach maturity. This continued enslavement of children traps generations of Indians in a vicious cycle of slavery, illitemity and poverty. Fortunately, the Indian Parliament is considering legislation called the Child and Adolescent Labor Abolition Bill, which: 1. Prohibits employment of children up to 14 years old, 2. Describes harsher sentences for perpetrators of child labour laws and 3. Allows
for the monitoring of suspected cases of child slavery building. What is child labour : Substantial differences exist between the many types of work children do. Some are difficult and demanding, others are more dangerous and even morally ad rejectable. Children perform a very wide range of tasks and activities when working. To define child labour Not all work done by children must be classified as child
labour to be targeted for elimination. Children or adolescents' participation in the work that does not affect their health and personal development or interferes with their schooling is widely considered something positive. This closes in like helping their parents around the house, assisting a family business or earning pocket money outside school and during school holidays. These types of activities contribute
to children's development and to the welfare of their families; they offer them skills and experience, and help prepare them to be productive members of society during their adult life. The term child labour is often defined as work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and their dignity, and it is harmful to physical and mental development. It refers to work that: 1.is be positive, physically,
socially or morally dangerous and harmful to children; and 2.interfere with their schooling by: 3.deprive them of the opportunity to attend school; 4.compulsory them to leave school prematurely; 5.requiing them to try to combine school attendance with excessively long and heavy work. In its most extreme forms, child labour involves allowing children to be hooked, separated from their families, exposed to
serious dangers and illnesses and/or left to fend for themselves on the streets of major cities - often at a very early age. Whether specific forms of work can be called child labour or not depends on the child's age, the type and hours of work performed, the conditions under which it is carried out and the goals pursued by individual countries. The answer varies from country to country, as well as among
sectors within countries. What is child labour? Child labour is a complex problem and numerous factors affect whether children work or not. Poverty emerges as the most compelling reason children work. Poor households spend the bulk of their income on food and the income provided by working children is often critical to their survival. However, poverty is not the only factor in child labour and cannot
justify all types of employment and servitude. Countries can be equally poor and still have relatively high or relatively low levels of child labour. Other factors include: 1. Barriers to education 2.Culture and tradition 3.Market question 4.The effects of income shocks on households 5.Inadequate/poor enforcement of legislation and policies to protect children Effective abolition of child labour : Children enjoy the
same human rights in accordance with all people. However, lacking the knowledge, experience or physical development of adults and the power to defend their own interests in an adult world, children also have distinct rights to protect by the heads of their age. One of these is protection from economic exploitation and from jobs that are dangerous to the health and cedes of children or that hinder the
child's development. CHILD PROTECTION &amp; Children's Rights : Poverty and lack of social security are the main causes of child labour. The increasing gap between the rich and the poor, privatisation of basic services and the neo-liberal economic policy is causing large slew of the population out of employment and without basic needs. It affects children more than other group. Entry into industry
multinational corporations without mechanisms to hold them accountable led to the use of child labour. Lack of quality universal education also contributed to children dropping out of school and entering the workforce. A major concern is that the actual number of child labourers is going undetected. Laws intended to protect children from dangerous labor are ineffective and not implemented correctly. A
growing phenomenon is using children as domestic workers in urban areas. The conditions in which children work are completely unregulated and they are often made to work without food, and very low wages, resemble situations of slavery. There are cases of physical, sexual and emotional abuse of child homeworkers. The argument for domestic work is often that families have put their children in these
homes for care and employment. There has been a recent notice by the Ministry of Labour making child domestic assistance, as well as employing children in dhabas, tear bodies and restaurants dangerous occupations. Bound child labour is a hidden phenomenon as a majority of them occur in the informal sector. Bound labour means employing a person against a loan or debt or social obligation by the
family of the child or the family as a whole. It's a form of slavery. Children bound up with their family or inheriting a debt from their parents are often found in the agricultural sector or assisting their families in brick sancts and stone grooves. Individual packaging of children is a growing occurrence that usually leads to the trafficking of children to urban areas for employment and has children working in small
production houses versus factories. Bound laborers in India are mostly migrant workers, opening them up to more exploitation. Also, they mostly come from low caste groups such as dalits or marginalized tribal groups. Bound child labourers are at very high risk for physical and sexual abuse and neglect that sometimes leads to death. They are often psychologically and mentally disturbed and have not yet
learned many social skills or survival skills. Child Labour in India is addressed by the Child Labour Act, 1986 and National Child Labour Project. Not done: it's not clear what changes you want made. Please name the specific changes in a changed X to Y format. — {{U| Technical 13}} (t • e • c) 23:02, 2 April 2014 (UTC) Elimination of Child Labour in the US Tprevo5728 (speaking) 23:18, 6 April 2014 (UTC)It
has made many attempts for child labour to be successfully regulated in the United States. A lot of laws were passed, but there were a lot of loopholes in them and they weren't always enforced. In fact, laws passed in 1916 and 1918 were said to be unconstitutional. However, the main reasons child labour was discontinued were not from laws but from machinery. New machinery has done what the kids do
and adults with at least some education and skills were required to work these machines. Also, in 1938, the Fair Labor Standards Act was passed, which was a national national wages and limits on child labour, including that children under 16 could not work in mines and manufacturing. [1] Tprevo5728 (talk) 23:18, 6 April 2014 (UTC) ^ Childhood Lost: Child Labour during the Industrial Revolution. Eastern
Illinois University. Retrieved 14 January 2014. United States Industrial Revolution Tprevo5728 (speaking) 23:46, 6 April 2014 (UTC)Child Labour in the United States reaches its height during the Industrial Revolution. Many immigrants came to the United States hoping for a better life, but many of them ended up having done physical labor with their children. Children were needed because they weren't and
small, so they could get into small spaces that adults couldn't. It was hard for kids to organize unions, so they had no say in what they were paid and how long they worked. Therefore, children worked as long as 14 hours with few breaks. Most of them just fought to stay above the poverty level, so they didn't go to school much or in some cases at all. They often had the most dangerous job like dealing with
the dangerous tools and carrying heavy loads with the worst conditions. Many children caught and injured or killed in machinery, while others died of illnesses such as cancer. [1] Tprevo5728 (talk) 23:46, 6 April 2014 (UTC) ^ Childhood Lost: Child Labour during the Industrial Revolution. Eastern Illinois University. Retrieved 14 January 2014. ^ Child Labour. Retrieved 2 February 2014. Edit request:
Definition of child labour In practice there are two very different criteria in common use for classifying children's work as child labour. One is the measure you have here: serious dangers and any type of damage. There is common agreement that children should be protected from harm in such work, although there may be differences in assessing harm and dangers, and in what to do about them. The other
is employing children under a legal minimum age, focusing on employment and age regardless of harm and dangers. This second criterion overlooks harmful work within the home, and prohibits a lot of part-time work that can be beneficial for children outside of school hours or school terms, or to children who are out of school for some reason. The correlation between child labour is therefore defined and
child labour as harmful work is widely accepted, but to my knowledge has never been verified by empirical data. In many situations, benign work is prohibited by minimu8m age criteria. Although there is overlap between the two criteria, enforcing minimum-age standards deprives children of useful opportunities and doesn't always work for the best interests of children. Indeed, they discourage people from
acknowledging the full value of children's contributions and exploiting their work as unpaid 'help'. It is not appropriate for Wikipedia to join debate, but it must provide information about the very different criteria. The two criteria are often blurred in the media by many organizations, sometimes deliberately for political purposes. Wikipedia should not endorse such blurb. At two minor points, to cover harmful
work of self-employed children and children undertook harmful work beyond employment, in the first line the word 'employment' must be changed to 'engaging'. Taken literally, the clause 'deprived children of their childhood' is meaningless. Notwithstanding ILO use, you can't deprive someone of childhood. But you can deny childhood what's different and difficult, which is what this ethnocentric clause does.
It does not provide any information and should be deleted. I suggest that the first paragraph of the article be edited to make two paragraphs something like this: Child labour primarily refers to engaging children in any job that interferes with their ability to attend regular school, and it is mentally, physically, socially or morally dangerous and harmful. [3] This practice is exploitative and is condemned by many
international organisations. The term 'child labour' is also widely used in a legal sense to refer to work that violates legislation establishing a minimum age for employment, whether or not such work is in any way harmful to children. Legislation around the world prohibits child labour in this sense. [5] These laws do not consider all work by children to be child labour; exceptions include work by child artists,
supervisory training, certain categories of work such as those by Amish children, and others[6][7] ; but mild economic work available to children in poor communities is not normal except. While legislation establishing a general minimum age for employment serves to keep children out of the workforce, there is debate about whether it serves their best interests, or whether it instead limits opportunities for
useful experience and chances for poor children to improve their lives. See Bourdillon, Michael, Deborah Levison, William Myers and Ben White. Rights and Wrongs of Child Work. Rutgers Series in Children's Studies. edited by Myra Bluebond-Langner New Brunswick, etc.: Rutgers University Press, 2010. 209.211.131.181 (speak) 19:12, 22 October 2014 (UTC) — Preceding unsigned comments added by
Charles4597 (speak • contributions) 07:37, 9 April 2014 (UTC) Semi-protected amendment request on July 30, 2014 This amendment request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Please give more in India 209.211.131.181 (speak) 19:12, 22 October 2014 (UTC) Not done: since you have not requested a specific change. If you want to suggest a change, please
request it in the form Please replace XXX with YYY or Please add ZZZ between PPP and QQQ. Please also state reliable sources to back up your request, without which no information should be added to, or changed in any article. - Arayay (talk) 20:23, 22 October 2014 (UTC) work on bound child labour in India Bonded Labour — Preceding unsigned comments added by Junned1098 (talk • • 09:24, 11



September 2014 (UTC) Edit request for October 22, 2014 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. In the section Colonial Empires, second paragraph, second sentence, please change the wikilink [[Main Tax]] to [[tax per header|header tax]]. This will by by whatever is currently a redirect to an ambiguity page, replacing it with a link to the correct
article. Thank you in advance. 209.211.131.181 (speak) 19:12, 22 October 2014 (UTC) Done Stickee (speaking) 00:36, 23 October 2014 (UTC) Europe Switzerland and Wiedergutmachungsinitiative, respectively, Verdingkinder and Kinder der Landstrasse Hi, the division of Child labour #Other European countries (Russia is previously called), i.e. primarly that division switzerland, focuses on
Wiedergutmachungsinitiative, Verdingkinder and Kinder der Landstrasse, which affected about 100,000 children from the 1920s to the 1970s in Switzerland; so imho it's worth being mentioned here. Some references are added in the wiki, among them originated from BBC News and New York Times. As not my 'focus' within EN-WP, I hope this is a useful little start from Switzerland-related Child Labor,
which is why I only allow to mention as well the so-called ChamineGerkinder (chimney sweeping ones) and enthrallable work p.e. in spinning mills in 19th-century Switzerland, hoping a more engaged Wikipedia enthusiast can contribute Thx and kindly greetings, Roland zh 21:33, 15 November 2014 (UTC) Hi, 2% of the article devoted to Switzerland is too much. Sarcelles (speak) 17:50, 16 November 2014
(UTC) Hi, I see, also a statistical question, so you are interested with the above limitations, so you are interested other Wikipedia enthusiasts, Child Labour in Switzerland will be started even, and some link files within Child Labour are done. Friendly bytes, Roland zh 20:12, 16 November 2014 (UTC) Semi-protected amendment request on January 5, 2015 This amendment request was answered. Set the
|reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. A boy who recovered a bond in Gambia. Accurate contemporary child labour information is difficult to obtain due to disagreements between data sources on what makes up child labour. In some countries, government policies contribute to these problems. For example, the overall extent of child labour in China is unclear due to the government
categorizing child labour data as highly secret. [1] China enacted regulations to prevent child labour; yet it is reported that the practice of child labour is a persistent problem within China, generally in agricultural and low-skill service sectors as well as small workshops and manufacturing enterprises. [3] Abhilashajain950 (talk) 12:17, 5 January 2015 (UTC) Not done: it is not clear what changes you want to be
made. Please name the specific changes in a changed X to Y format. — {{U| Technical (e • t • c) 13:08, 5 January 2015 (UTC) When people use child use they suffer the world and God's people. STOP CHILD LABOUR!!!!!!! — Preceding unsigned comments added by 2607:FCC8:E141:7100:F8F1:897:CB4A:A58D (talk) 20:27, 10 March 2015 (UTC) ^ Children's Rights: China. Law Library of Congress,
United States. 2012. ^ Karine Lepillez (2009). The dark side of labor in China (PDF). ^ Who is the culprit of child labour. Hichkey. December 29, 2014. Semi-protected amendment request on 20 March 2015 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. labor is miss missed everywhere zac6502 (speak) 14:37, 20 March 2015 (UTC) Not done: See
MOS:ENGVAR. Wikipedia accepts all varieties of English and there is no need to change each other, with a few exceptions, such as whether the subject is British (then it would be desirable to write the article in British English). Otherwise, if the article was originally written as British English, it should remain as British English. - I'm k6ka Talk to me! See what I did 14:43, 20 March 2015 (UTC) Semi-protected
amendment requested on March 28, 2015 This amendment request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Moeyzein (speaking) 00:19, 28 March 2015 (UTC) cjild labor is about people working at young ages Not done The article already has encyclopedic language that explains much the same thing. -- NeilN speaks to me 00:22, 28 March 2015 (UTC) ENGVAR,
direct quotes, and hyperlinks Just a note to be careful. This article is in British English and uses the spelling labour consistently in managing text; It's fine. But there are two important exceptions. First, you never change the spelling of a direct quote. If the quote labor says, you say labor, otherwise you paraphrase and remove the quotation marks. Second, before I fixed it, there was a footnote with a hyperlink
to a website from the Smithsonian Institute. The Smithsonian's URL used Labor, but the hyperlink used labor, so it's broken. My guess is someone just went through and at one point did a worldwide replacement. Please don't do this. It's good to scan through time to time and make sure the article keeps uk spelling, but you have to do it in a way that takes into account the exceptions. -- Trovatore (speaks)
21:02, 22 April 2015 (UTC) Another exception: Proper names. For example, Labor Day (when referring to the U.S. Holiday) and national child labour committee. -- Trovatore (talking) 23:24, 22 April 2015 (UTC) South Sudan I have corrected the Child Labour Convention part of the article. It said South Sudan had not yet ratified the Convention, but it is not a party to the convention according to . Other
articles have sources such as South South Sudan is the 195th participant (but the un.org page 194). Nor am I sure if Somalia did or did not validate the Convention: not: says it only did locally. As far as I can say, that means that, officially, Somalia has not ratified the Convention. Olivier Diotte (speaking) 17:48, 29 April 2015 (UTC) Children's Work merger I think the discussion at Wikipedia: Articles for
deletion/Child work were in short supply and should be reviewed. Child work and Child Labour are different concepts. The former describes work that is beneficial to children, while the latter describes work that is harmful to children. Biscuittin (speak) 11:44, 5 June 2015 (UTC) Semi-protected amendment request on June 26, 2015 in our India are the most common cases in child labour in delhi sides. This
information is very important to whole around the world - Preceding unsigned comments added by 120.59.208.30 (talking) 08:16, 26 June 2015 (UTC) External links changed Hello fellow Wikipedians, I've just added archival links to one external link on Child Labour. Please take a moment to review my edit. If necessary, add {{cbignore}} to the link to keep me from changing it. Alternatively, you can add
{{nobots|deny=InternetArchiveBot}} to keep me off the page altogether. I made the following changes: Added archive //www.hrw.org/news/2007/12/02/china-end-child-labour-state-schools to dead link] When you've finished reviewing my changes, please set the checkered parameter below where to let others know. An editor determined that the edit contains an error somewhere. Please follow the
instructions below and check the |checked= where If you discovered ALL's that were erroneously viewed dead by the bot, you can report it with this tool. If you found an error with any archives or the ANT's yourself, you can fix it with this tool. Stick to sources! Pain 21:12, 14 April 2016 (UTC) Cheers. - cyberbot IITalk to my owner: Online 10:09, 29 August 2015 (UTC) New Additions Although I posed the
entire article here, I look on the talk page and no major changes take place much. It's a pretty quiet page. So if I update my Sandbox, I'll continue to check the current article to make sure no major changes have been made that will significantly change my editing process. My five substantial changes: - Edit the entire article for grammar issues using Grammar to help maintain a consistency and just clear the
article. -Created a new section called Child Labour Laws by Country -Rearrange the article colonial realm, Switzerland, and the Soviet Union in my new section included. -I also edited those three sections and determined what information I should add to each one. -Colonial Empires Division -Add new information about child labour in the time listed. What is identified as a colonial realm? -Switzerland new
information about child labour at, such as when the current law was passed and how it happened. -The Soviet Union -Adds information about child labour that occurred before 1922. I too. a division for Latin America and India. -I will add information about child labour in the past, when current labour laws have been passed and why, and how child labour is now. -This is where a majority of my new material
will go. That's what I'm going to work most on this in the coming week. Asievers4 (talk) 01:01, October 23, 2015 (UTC)AS Asievers4 (speak) 00:59, 23 October 2015 (UTC)AS — Preceding unsigned comments added by Asievers4 (speak • contributions) 00:55, 23 October 2015 (UTC) Make sure you look at British gaming conventions - don't change without consulting I look forward to seeing your updates.
Could you find the facts you listed here? Prof.Vandegrift (talk) 18:26, 30 October 2015 (UTC) Semi-protected amendment request on 7 November 2015 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Child Labor Incidents Recycling &lt;Copyvio redacted=&gt; from batteries [1] File:Reclycling batteries.jpg Recycling Batteries in Calcutta, India Ilsederouw
(speaking) 11:11, 7 November 2015 (UTC) Not done: We cannot accept copyrighted text from other sources. Almost all of your text has been copied directly from your source and is a copyright infringement. Even the phrases that were not copied directly were too close to be used in an article. See Wikipedia: Includes paraphrasing for more information about it. All contributions must be written in your own
words and not taken from elsewhere. -- Stabilisila711 (speak) 07:19, 20 November 2015 (UTC) References ^ Child Labour and recycling of batteries Semi-protected amendment request on November 9, 2015 -- adding a new subtitle to Child Labour Laws and Initiatives This amendment request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Over the years, there have
been many initiatives to try to eliminate the use of child labour in all facets of production. Some of these initiatives succeeded and others failed. One initiative in particular has been found to fail when looking at a third party. This information is not found on the Child Labour Wikipedia article and the knowledge of the failed initiative must be known to the readers of the Child Labour Wikipedia article. The
current laws and initiatives section on the wikipedia article focuses primarily on international laws and some initiatives that encompreh all facets of child labour and have been enforced in many countries. While the Wikipedia article does have a section where it breaks down Child Labour incidents, there's no question of Pakistan or the soccer ball industry. By adding a new section called Failed 'Foul Ball'
Initiative under the title Child Labour Laws and Initiatives in the Child Labour Wikipedia article, the reader will gain a better understanding of the tried and failed attempt of the International Labour Organisation to use children in the in Pakistan. It will also inform the reader about the many issues that arise when trying &lt;/Copyvio&gt; &lt;/Copyvio &gt; a problem like child labour. Lastly, it will briefly educate
the reader of the issue with football industry in Pakistan. In general, this will be a positive and informative addition to the Wikipedia article. What I request to be added: &lt;Copyvio redacted=&gt; [1] Alexlang10 (speaking) 00:33, 9 November 2015 (UTC) Not done: We cannot accept copyright text from other sources. Almost all of your text has been copied directly from your source [1] and is a copyright
infringement. Even the phrases that were not copied directly were too close to be used in an article. See Wikipedia: Includes paraphrasing for more information about it. All contributions must be written in your own words and not taken from elsewhere. -- Stabila711 (speaking) 07:09, 20 November 2015 (UTC) References ^ Child Labour in the Soccer Industry. (1999, February 1). Retrieved 26 October
2015. Semi-protected amendment request on January 9, 2016 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Re:Adding a Northern Ireland paragraph. It would be good to point out that unlike in England, the minimum working age is 13 due to the fact that the country's main industry is agriculture. It would also be nice to point out that children working in
NI until the age of 16 do not have a set minimum wage and do not need to be registered as workers within businesses citation: 86.170.161.47 (talking) 18:38, 9 January 2016 (UTC) Note: - Insecure about this. Would love to see some consensus first, but leave it open for another editor to take a look. -- allthefoxes(Speak) 06:16, 11 January 2016 (UTC) Not done: please establish a consensus for this
change before using the {{edit semi-protected}} template. This may be a small point of concern, but I wonder for one wonder how many other countries can also be represented in an article like this, and should all those countries be included or should the article be limited in scope? Prosper! Paine 00:48, 31 January 2016 (UTC) History of child labour I had a bit of a crack at the early history of child labour. I'll
try to get back to it. I think it needs a lot more structure. Currently, it's just a series of anecdotes about terrible working conditions. It could be much more structured around the developments in child labour, when it got worse, how and when it was regulated. The article doesn't even mention Lord Shaftesbury!!! I would welcome any help very much. Mozzie (talking) 13:26, 11 January 2016 (UTC) brazil
division the brazil section of child labour by country starting with Child Labour has been a consistent battle for children in Brazil since the country was colonized on April 22nd, 1550 by Pedro Álvares Cabral. This is a big mistake, since brazil has not been colonised by Cabral, who has a was what died around 1520. — Preceding unsigned comments added by 187.58.128.34 (talk) 18:52, 27 January 2016
(UTC) External links changed &lt;/Copyvio &gt; &lt;/Copyvio &gt; Fellow Wikipediae, I've just added archive links to 8 external links about Child Labour. Please take a moment to review my edit. If necessary, add {{cbignore}} to the link to keep me from changing it. Alternatively, you can add {{nobots|deny=InternetArchiveBot}} to keep me off the page altogether. I made the following changes: Added archive
//www.childinfo.org/labour_countrydata.php to Added archive //www.childinfo.org/labour_countrydata.php to Added archive //www.commondreams.org:80/headlines01/0801-03.htm to Added archive //www1.american.edu:80/ted/chocolate-slave.htm to Dead link Added archive //www.cocoainitiative.org/images/stories/pdf/harkin%2 [dead link] to 20engel%20protocol.pdf[dead link] Add archive
//www.cocoainitiative.org:80/en/reports/ici-reports-and-newsletters Add Archive //www.khaleejtimes.com/DisplayArticle09.asp?xfile=data/diversions/2012/February/diversions_February12.xml&amp;section=diversions Add Archive //www.cato.org/dailys/10-08-02.html When You Finish has been reviewing my changes, please set the checked parameter below where to let others know. Except for one [dead
link] (as marked) Y reviewed an Editor this edit and fixed any errors found. If you discovered ALL's that were erroneously viewed by the bot, you can report it with this tool. If you found an error with any archives or the ANT's yourself, you can fix it with this tool. Stick to sources! Paine 21:40, 14 April 2016 (UTC) Cheers.—cyberbot IITalk to my owner: Online 19:17, 6 February 2016 (UTC) External links
modified Hello fellow Wikipedians, I have just added archive links to 6 external links on Child Labour. Please take a moment to review my edit. If necessary, add {{cbignore}} to the link to keep me from changing it. Alternatively, you can add {{nobots|deny=InternetArchiveBot}} to keep me off the page altogether. I made the following changes: Dead link Added Archive about whether link] Dead link Added
archive //www.du.edu/korbel/hrhw/researchdigest/latinamerica2/digest-human%20rights%20in%20latin%20america%20vol%202-childlabour.pdf 20rights%20in%2 20latin%20america%20complete%202-childlabour.pdf[dead link] Dead link Added archive //magazine.mining.com/issues/1003/Vol03-02-ArtisanalGoldMining-36-38.pdf to dead link] Dead link Added archive
//itn.co.uk:80/d42d75c1cd515910d3b780d161e03b0d.html to dead link] N Editor determined that an editor somewhere contained the edit. Please follow the instructions below and check the |checked= where If you discovered ALL's that were erroneously viewed dead by the bot, you can report it with this tool. If you found an error with any archives or the ANT's yourself, you can fix it with this tool. Stick to
sources! Paine 22:08, 14Th April 2016 (UTC) Added //www.childinfo.org/labour_countrydata.php Added //uk.oneworld.net:80/guides/childlabour? to Y An editor reviewed this amendment and fixed any errors found. If you discovered ALL's that were erroneously viewed by the bot, you can report it with this tool. If you found an error with any archives or the ANT's yourself, you can fix it with this tool. Stick to
sources! Paine 22:08, 14 April 2016 (UTC) Cheers.—cyberbot IITalk to my owner: Online 21:39, 27 February 2016 (UTC) Potential positives from children working I created this section following the closure of Wikipedia: Articles for deletion/Child work. I personally don't think it was wise to merg the article here because it's a well-developed article and that one was an essay, but the process is process. I did
the best I can with the information (it seemed to talk primarily about positives from child labour, so I mentioned the section accordingly). I didn't check the sources to verify the information and it still reads a lot like an essay in my mind. Since the merger process is now complete, regular editors can now edit it as normal (including removing, moving, and trimming) if it's the best course for this article. Ping
@Rhododendrites: since they were the only merger voter and may have had other ideas about how it was supposed to be merged. AIRcorn (talk) 08:54, 22 April 2016 (UTC) @Aircorn: Thanks for pinging and for a to merge. My adds selectively together is based on the since the nominated article used several reliable sources, but that it was a duplicate in the first place, and also like a I'm perfectly content
to make you and/or other editors more familiar with this page to make the call about how it merges. Since the AfD was almost a year ago, I don't quite remember what, if anything, jumped out as a merger, so I have no strong feelings. — Rhododendrites speaks \\ 13:31, 22 April 2016 (UTC) The first time I read the page was when I made the merger so I wouldn't consider myself with this page. I'm just
working through a backlog at afd. In my opinion, the section I just merged doesn't improve this article, which I think is an unintended or at least unrealized result of some mergers. Will respond to your talk page in more detail about merger !votes in general. AIRcorn (talk) 06:49, 23 April 2016 (UTC) Switzerland There is improper weight on Switzerland, Switzerland is a small country with little child labour.
Sarcelles (talking) 18:15, 11 May 2016 (UTC) How many lines should the subsection have? Friendly greeds, Sarcelles (speaking) 17:21, 4 June 2016 (UTC) References for further work on this article Here is a reference that can be used for future people working on this article: The ILO's Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138) ( The worst forms of child labour convention, 1999 (No. 182) ( The ILO's
Trinity Declaration of Principles regarding Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy of 1977 The 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda ( DStrassmann (talking) 15:00, 8 June 2016 (UTC) Are we really talking about child labour? What child labour means. This means that the child is forced to work or helplessly. It's child labour. If he or she is doing work for his home or is happy to do a job, then that is not
child labour. In my bee. Consider your opinion guys. Wikibhushan (talk) 17:20, 7 July 2017 (UTC) Please note that Wikipedia is not a forum. Talking pages are for discussing improvements to articles. RivertorchFIREWATER 21:00, 7 July 2017 (UTC) ILO statistics out of date The statistics on this page are from an ILO report from 2002 and very out of date. The ILO came out with a new report on child labour
in 2017 covering 2012-2016. I will be update the table to reflect a more current picture of child labour rates. Funfactsandwheretofindthem (speak) 13:20, 27 September 2018 (UTC) Semi-protected modification request on October 25, 2018 This edit request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. In the section 'Causes of Child Labour', I would suggest that the
following sentence in reference to this 2017 study, which combines quantitative and qualitative methods, and will enrich the article: Wide range of factors – on the demand and supply side and on the micro and macro levels – can affect child labour; A 2016 study, combination combination with qualitative methods, arguing that structural, geographic, monetary, demographic, cultural, seasonal and school
supply factors can simultaneously affect whether or not children work, thereby questioning the general assumption that monetary poverty is the main cause. Labour Economics (speaking) 19:53, 25 October 2018 (UTC) References ^ Krauss, Alexander. (2016). Understand child labour beyond the standard economic assumption of monetary poverty (PDF). Cambridge Journal of Economics (Oxford University
Press), Vol 41, 2(1). Not done: The phrase ... Furthermore, the general assumption questions that monetary poverty is the most important cause in which way the questioning occurs, nor does it explain how the study of Ghanaians working in agriculture challenges these assumptions. Spintendo 12:03, 27 October 2018 (UTC) Britain The division on child labour in Britain is very poorly written and all the
references are to a single source, eds.a.ebscohost.com, which is a dead link. The division must be rewritten based on reliable sources - Epinoia (speaking) 21:15, 8 March 2019 (UTC) Also references The Employment of Children Act 1903 as a major shift in all areas of employment for children rather than 1966. Not sure what's right since that page doesn't refer very well either. - Banzivar (speak) 18:20, 28
June 2019 (UTC+1) Semi-protected amendment request on April 23, 2019 This modification request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. In the 'Causes of Child Labour' section, I suggest that I (for example, as the first sentence) include the following sentence to provide a broad overview of the extent of causes for child labour – currently lacking on this Wiki
page: A wide variety of factors – on the demand and supply side and on the micro and macro levels – can affect child labour; A 2016 study, combining quantitatively with qualitative methods, argues that structural, geographical, monetary, demographic, cultural, seasonal and school supply factors may simultaneously affect whether children work or not, suggesting that in certain agricultural associations
monetary poverty may not always be the most important cause, but rather factors such as the structure of the economy, social norms and no returns to the [1] Not done: please establish a consensus for this change before you make the {edit] Given it has been hanging out in the semi-protected amendment request backlog for a month now, I am going to refuse this request without bias to a positive
consensus for the change. Please feel free to request a WP:3O or leave a note on a WikiProject talk page. Izno (speaks) 00:20, 28 May 2019 (UTC) References ^ Krauss, Alexander. (2016). Understanding child labour beyond the standard economic van geldelike armoede (PDF). Cambridge Journal of Economics (Oxford (Oxford Purple), Vol 41, 2(1). Potential new page: Child Labour in Ecuador Hi there! I
am currently considering creating a Child Labour in Ecuador page for a class project as it currently does not exist. Specifically, I plan to discuss the history of child labour in Ecuador, detailed data on this issue, how the environment affects children who work, and government actions and plans to address this issue. This article did a great job in launching this issue, especially when it talked about the
environmental issues affecting children working in Ecuador. I plan to use many of the articles about child labour in various countries as examples. In addition, I plan to provide a link to this new article on this page in the Ecuador section. Take a look at my user page for more information about my interests and potential resources I plan to use. I'm open to any suggestions so let me know what you think about
my ideas! Happy editing! Prashanth314 (talk) 02:04, 12 September 2019 (UTC) Semi-protected amendment request on February 23, 2020 This amendment request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. change the source 70.175.130.96 (speak) 22:43, 23 February 2020 (UTC) Not done: it's not clear what changes you want to be made. Please name the specific
changes in a change X to Y format and provide a reliable source if appropriate. Can I login (speak) 22:55, 23 February 2020 (UTC) Change image in main section Would anyone object if I swapped the image in the main section with a current one (from developing countries) rather than a historic one from Europe? At first glance, this article appears Europe/UnitedStates-Centric with the sense of child labour
is something of the past. Or alternatively, we might have a little collage in the lead, showing a picture from Europe (historic) and one from Global South (current). EMsmile (speak) 14:30, 30 July 2020 (UTC) Semi-protected edit request on August 25, 2020 This modification request was answered. Set the |reply= or |ans= parameter to no to reactivate your request. Nesting uses child labour to produce
chocolate in west Africa it's chocolate troll house and kit cat etc is made from child labour acquired chocolate I want the UK to nest too fine nest for child labour Wjqx (talk) 14:27, 25 August 2020 (UTC) Not done: please provide reliable sources who support the change you want made @Wjqx. Seagull123 Φ 16:28, 25 August 2020 (UTC) Retrieved from
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